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Abstract

The objective of this paper is to obtain pixel-accurate reconstructions of white shark
fins given automatically generated coarse pre-segmentations. Reconstruction perfor-
mance is compared for affinity matting, colour matting and GrabCut against expert an-
notated ground truth for a test-set of 120 fin images taken in the wild. For the present
domain, we find affinity matting able to most accurately recover fine shape details, whilst
being robust to wide baseline trimap initialisations as needed to reconstruct prominent
notches on the fin edge.

1 Introduction
Re-recognising individual animals over time is a fundamental task in field-based biology [10].
Whenever animals carry individually unique visual markings and an approach for imaging
these efficiently is available, biometric computer vision provides an option for non-invasive,
partly or fully automated identification [9, 12, 14, 15]. Individual great white sharks, for in-
stance, can be fully automatically re-identified if one can photograph and match silhouettes
of their dorsal fin [7], but this requires a precise (and fully automatic) extraction of bound-
aries as a precursor to matching. State-of-the-art image segmentation frameworks [1, 2] may
be used as locally coarse boundary detectors, but they rarely provide the levels of fine grained
segmentation accuracy required for identification, particularly when applied at image reso-
lutions optimised for efficiency1. On the other hand, contour segmentation methods [8, 11]
applied in existing semi-automated approaches to fin recognition [4, 5, 14] can achieve ac-
curate and computationally efficient segmentation results, but rely on user interaction for
initialisation and to correct segmentation errors.

In this paper we investigate affinity matting, as described in [17], for reconstructing
fin shape details for great white sharks given automatically generated, locally coarse pre-
segmentations. We evaluate segmentation accuracy against colour matting [17] and Grab-
Cut [13] on a pixel-accurately annotated dataset of 120 fin images of great whites pho-
tographed in the wild (see Figure 1).

2 Affinity-based Matting
Building on the given coarse fin boundary Ĉ, our task is to generate a refined boundary Ĉ′

which matches closely the actual fin shape as labelled by the ground truth. To do this we

c© 2015. The copyright of this document resides with its authors.
It may be distributed unchanged freely in print or electronic forms.

1In [7] images are resized to 0.05MP prior to segmentation from an average full image resolution of 4MP.
Following object detection, fin boundaries are resized to their original scale through a process of rescaling and
interpolation, but this cannot recover fine details lost as a result of downsampling. Pages 8.1-8.8
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Figure 1: Dataset and Task. (A-D) Samples of fin images of great white sharks taken under
natural conditions. We use a dataset of 120 fin images, representing 50 individuals. The
average height of fins, measured by the distance between the tip and the midpoint of the line
segment connecting the two ends of the fin contour, is 970 pixels (standard deviation 327
pixels). Given a coarse fin boundary Ĉ (E) and an associated trimap (F), this work studies
matting techniques for achieving pixel-accurate fin segmentations (G,H). Chamfer distances
to the ground truth GT before and after affinity matting are also shown.

first subdivide the image into a trimap containing ‘definitely fin’, ‘definitely background’
and ‘potential boundary’ regions (see Figure 1). Following notations in [17], for an image I,
we formally denote the set of all n pixels as Ω = {1, ..., i, ...,n}. Labelled pixels for definite
fin region Ω

f
l and background Ωb

l then combine to all labelled pixels Ωl ≡Ωb
l ∪Ω

f
l . This is

complemented by the set of unlabelled ‘potential pixels’ Ωu = Ω\Ωl , that is pixels within a
distance Du of the given approximate fin boundary. Under the notion of ‘matting’, the im-
age I is interpreted as a linear combination of fin F and background B images (see Figure 2)
mixed via a blending mask α: I = αF +(1−α)B (1)

where αi ∈ [0.1]. Thus, at initialisation we have a set of labelled pixels Ωl , with known alpha
values 0 or 1, and a set of unlabelled pixels Ωu for which we wish to calculate alpha.

Wang et al. [16] distinguish three categories of approach for estimating unknown alphas:
(1) colour matting, which seeks to estimate unknown alphas directly from nearby labelled
pixels, (2) affinity matting, which estimates alphas from the alpha values of neighbouring
pixels, and (3) a mixed category combining both approaches. In our work we will apply two
methods from [17], one from each of the first two categories.

We will first introduce the estimation of alpha directly from nearby labelled pixels, i.e.
describe colour matting. Using the notation from [17], two subsets Q f

l ⊆Ω
f
l and Qb

l ⊆Ωb
l are

defined such that any pixel j within a Euclidean distance D j < D away from Ωu is selected,
that is a rim around Ωu. Subsequently, for each unknown pixel i in Ωu, two further subsets
Q f

l
′ ⊂ Q f

l and Qb
l
′ ⊂ Qb

l are selected as the nearest k pixels to i in Q f
l and Qb

l , respectively.
We now determine D = (γd |Ωu|)/|Ω|+

√
2 with γd = 1.2 for a setting of k = 80. Having

obtained Q f
l
′ and Qb

l
′ they are weighted and used to learn an alpha-colour model for the

neighbourhood of pixel i using weighted ridge regression [6]. Alpha is then estimated as:

αi = fT
i ααα i (2)

In this case αi is the alpha value of the unknown pixel i and ααα i is αααQi , denoting the vector of
alpha values of the t = |Q f

l
′ ∪Qb

l
′| neighbouring pixels, which in this case are those in Q f

l
′
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Figure 2: Matting for Fin Shape Recovery. (A) An image of a shark fin and (B), a close-
up part of the trailing edge. Most pixels are clearly either fully foreground or background,
but inbetween pixels are mixed. (C, E) The alpha intensity surface. While colour infor-
mation may vary considerably both across different instances of an object class or within
a single instance, the alpha values are largely invariant to non-local colour change. Given
the alpha channels invariance property, we classify unlabelled pixels by simply thresholding
alpha at 0.5 (D).

and Qb
l
′. The task is to learn the combination coefficients fi in Equation 2, which in the colour

matting case are denoted fQi . Each pixel j in Q f
l
′ and Qb

l
′ is set a weight w j = 1/(D j)

γw,
and from these weights, a diagonal matrix WQ is constructed where the jth diagonal element
is w j. The colour of any pixel is denoted as a data point x ∈ Rd , where d = 3 are the RGB
colour values of a pixel and additionally, x′ = [xT 1]T . The colours of the neighbouring
pixels, x′j, are encoded by building a matrix XQi of size t by (d +1) by stacking the labelled
neighbouring data points x′j such that XQi = [x′1...x

′
t ]

T . The combination coefficients are:

fQi = x′Ti XT
Qi

WQi(WQiXQiX
T
Qi

WQi +λrI(t))−1 (3)

where I(t) is the t× t identity matrix. The parameter γw is set to 0.25 and λr = 0.01.
Proceeding towards affinity matting, ααα i in Equation 2, which is denoted αααNi is now

defined over a much smaller neighbourhood Ni ⊂ Ω, which in our case we set to be a 3×3
local path centred at i. By ridge regression, the local combination coefficients of Ni are given
by: fNi = (XNiX

T
Ni
+λrI(m))

−1XNix
′
i (4)

where XNi is constructed in the same way as XQi , just using RGB colour values of the m
neighbours in Ni. The additional difference is that as αααNi cannot be measured directly, the
vector ααα = [α1, ...,αi, ...,αn]T ; i ∈Ω is estimated simultaneously by minimising a quadratic
cost, as described in [17].

3 Analysis of Initialisation Neighbourhood Ωu
For applying the described matting to fin recovery, our first task is to select a suitable Ωu
as defined by Du. Let us denote the initially given, coarse boundary to be Ĉ and the ground
truth contour GT . In order to generalise about localisation errors of Ĉ and determine a work-
able Du, we use contours from 120 images and two distance measures. The first is the
Chamfer distance: Dcham(GT,C) =

1
|GT | ∑

g∈GT
minc∈C||g− c|| (5)

where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean norm. This measures the mean, minimum distance from
a ground truth pixel to a pixel on Ĉ and therefore measures the average localisation error
induced by Ĉ. In Figure 3, we plot the relationship between Dcham(GT,Ĉ) and the length of
Ĉ, denoted lĈ. Note the linear relationship between mean localisation error and object scale,
with the distance given by Dcham(GT,Ĉ) = 0.001lĈ + 4 pixels. Secondly, we measure the
maximum localisation error of GT by Ĉ via the one-sided Hausdorff distance:
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Dhaus(GT,C) = maxg∈GT minc∈C||g− c|| (6)

This is important to measure as we find maximum localisation errors typically occur for
prominent notches on the fin edge. In Figure 3 we plot this maximum localisation error
per instance against contour length, which we find to be linearly dependent on scale too.
Accounting for a 9-pixel constant error by subtracting it from Dhaus, we see that the Haus-
dorff distance for any ground truth instance is 0.0155 lĈ, while the average maximum is
estimated to be 0.0040 lĈ. These observations suggest an optimal value of Du in the range
[0.001lĈ +4,0.0155lĈ +9].

Figure 3: Initial Localisation Error. (First) Average localisation errors from ground truth
to initial coarse boundaries. Green circles represent fin instances. The localisation error
is linearly dependent on object scale, plus a scale-invariant error of around 4 pixels. (Sec-
ond) Relative localisation errors. (Third) Maximum localisation errors per fin instance.
(Fourth) The normalised Hausdorff-based error is scale-invariant, that is relative to candi-
date length and adjusted for a constant error of 9 pixels.

4 Contour Reconstruction Results
In order to benchmark the reconstruction accuracy we can achieve via matting, we now
compare obtained fin reconstructions, denoted Ĉ′, with our ground truth GT . We initialise
trimaps using Du = slĈ + 9 pixels over various parameter values s and apply matting to
produce an opacity mask where pixels in Ωu are assigned an alpha value in the range [0,1].
We then threshold the mask at a value of 0.5 to achieve binarisation and extract the contour
section associated with the fin boundary Ĉ′ for all 120 training images.

We evaluate the resulting contours by computing Hausdorff and Chamfer distances to
the ground truth. The results when using affinity matting can be seen in Figure 4, whilst
Table 1 shows a benchmark and comparison with alternative methods. Overall, we find that
using affinity-based matting at s = 0.009 leads to the best reconstructions in our domain,
reproducing expert human labelling results with an average localisation error of 0.877 pixels.

Method Accuracy (s)
(pixels)

Robustness
(s=0.016)(pixels)

Processing time 
(s=0.016)(seconds)

0.877 (0.009) 1.001 64.43
Colour matte 1.970 (0.005) >2.454* >302.5*
GrabCut 1.366 (0.006) 1.9431 9.87

A�nity matte

Table 1: Accuracy Benchmarks. Method comparison via statistics inspired by [16]:
Accuracy is calculated as the smallest localisation error produced by a method for any
value of s. Robustness is computed as the average localisation error at wide baselines of
s = 0.016 and *s = 0.013.

5 Discussion
While the Hausdorff distance provides a useful measure of how localisation errors change
with respect to s, it cannot be assumed that points most poorly localised initially by Ĉ corre-
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Cham(C^’) = 0.77
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Figure 4: Affinity Matting Performance. (Left) Chamfer distances varying with respect
to widths of the Ωu, defined by the parameter s (abscissa) using the affinity matte approach.
(Middle) Average maximum localisation errors. We see that by both measures, the optimal
width of Ωu corresponds to s = 0.009. (Right) Coarse initial contour Ĉ (red), ground truth
GT (green) and Ĉ′ (orange) after affinity based matting using s = 0.016. The central column
depicts the ground truth locations for which localisation errors induced by Ĉ were greatest.
Importantly, we see that not only are these extreme points well localised, but that the average
localisation errors are also small.

spond to those most poorly localised by Ĉ′. This is significant, since we observe that points
least well localised by Ĉ correspond to prominent notches on the fin edge (Figure 4, right).

For the affinity-based matte, we observe that on average, these points are best localised
when s = 0.016 (Figure 5, first), with an average localisation error of 2.3 pixels. Affinity
matting is particularly sensitve to the trimap being initialised inaccurately and to points on
GT being located outside of Ωu (Figure 6, right). Meanwhile as s increases, the average
distance between pixels close to the ground truth and the nearest labelled pixels will in-
crease. This increases the likelihood of increased distance in colour space between labelled
and unlabelled pixels, which in turn increases the likelihood of greater localisation errors.
As measured by the Hausdorff distance, the optimal trade-off between these two effects oc-
curs when s = 0.009 (see Figure 4, left). Affinity matting specifically outperforms colour
sampling mattes in cases of low correlation between the labelled and unlabelled pixels (Fig-
ure 6, left) or overlap between the foreground and background colour distributions (Figure 6,
middle). The affinity method encourages pixels with similar colours to take similar values,
thereby exploiting the structure of the image within the unlabelled region.

In comparison to other methods tested, affinity matting also proved competitive regarding
computational speed as shown in Figure 5 (rightmost). This can be explained by comparing
the terms XQi in Equation 3 and XNi in Equation 4. We use a 3×3 neighbourhood to com-
pute fNi in the affinity based approach, meaning that in computing fNi , we must solve for 9
unknowns. By contrast, in computing fQi we solve for 160 unknowns, corresponding to the
combination coefficients for 80 pixels in Q f

l
′ and 80 in Qb

l
′ respectively.

Readers may consider graph cut approaches [3] a viable alternative, we therefore also
evaluate GrabCut [13] on the shark fin dataset. GrabCut minimises an energy functional E
over target pixels in I: E =U(ααα, I,θθθ)+V (ααα, I) (7)
where θθθ is a foreground-background model (GMMs with k = 5 used here) and ααα is the bi-
nary assignment vector determining whether pixel i is foreground or background (see Rother
et al. [13] for full details). GrabCut seeks a globally optimal segmentation based on a global
colour model. Yet, since a coarse local initialisation is available in the case at hand, Grab-
Cut’s advantage by sampling globally is widely offset. We observe in the fin domain that
GrabCut is sensitive to global initialisation changes (see Figure 7), whereas the mattes have
a reliance on being intialised accurately locally. Moreover, we observe that the boundary
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Figure 5: Method Comparisons. (First) Minimum distance from GT to Ĉ′ for points on
GT for which the minimum distance to a point on Ĉ was greatest (usually deep fin notches).
Note, that affinity matting outperforms other methods for high s, yet under-performs for
low s. (Second) Chamfer distance plotted against width of Ωu. We see that the affinity
method has the smallest localisation error for any value of s (is most accurate, see Table 1).
(Third) The Hausdorff distance is also smallest for the affinity method, except when Ωu is
very narrow.

Figure 6: (Left/Middle) Examples of affinity matting (left columns) producing reliable re-
constructions whilst colour matting (right columns) fails. (Right) Example of narrow choice
of Du illustrates that affinity-based matting is robust, but not invariant, to changes in Ωu.

term V in Equation 7, encourages pixels in regions of high contrast to take different val-
ues of alpha independently of θθθ . GrabCut thus has a tendency to segment the foreground
fragmentedly or segment along background edges which exhibit higher contrast than that
present at the true boundary location (see Figure 7). These two effects contribute to an over-
all decreased performance compared to affinity matting for the domain and dataset at hand
(see Table 1).

6 Conclusion
In this paper we have investigated methods for reconstructing fin shape for great white sharks
in a pixel-accurate manner given coarse pre-segmentations. In particular, we have evaluated
the segmentation accuracy of affinity matting against colour matting and GrabCut using an
expert-annotated dataset of great white shark fins, photographed in the wild.

For this domain we conclude that affinity mattes are able to obtain a more accurate overall
classification result than direct colour sampling or GrabCut. The method was shown robust
to differing initialisations including those encompassing the widest range of expected ground
truth locations, enabling accurate segmentation of both fine as well as prominent notches on
the fin outline. Overall, affinity mattes proved capable of localising ground truth contours to
within-a-pixel. The method can be used as part of an ID system for great white sharks [7].
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\

Figure 7: GrabCut Sensitivity. (Left) GrabCut initialised on the trimap (A) where the re-
gion labelled definite background (Ωb

l ) contains pixels representing the shark body. Fine
details on the fin edge being missed (B,C). By contrast, when initialised with a hand-drawn
bounding box (D) errors can be avoided (E,F). (Right) Illustration of segmentation differ-
ences between affinity-based matting (G-I) and GrabCut (J-L).
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